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available on all major programs (classroom training, on-the-job training, Public Service Employment, and work experience) for the same years and for similar economic conditions. Finally, the CLMS file contains detailed data on participants from prime Sponsor records, individual Interviews at entrance into CETA, and subsequent Interviews up to 36 months later. For these reasons and others, Westat has char-acterized these data äs superior to any data set that has previously been available for evaluating large scale federally funded employment and training programs.
The Problems of net-impact estimation, however, are substantial and arguments for one method or another have been a central focus of each of the three major studies of CETA using the CLMS data base. Because the disagreements are often sharply drawn and because they result in wide variations in net-impact estimates, these analytic issues are discussed briefly here. No attempt is made to resolve disputes in one direction or another, except insofar äs the Supported Work evaluation provides evidence suggesting bias in all of the estimates (see final section of appendix).
Analytic and statistical problems fall basically into three main categories:
 1.	preliminary screening of individuals from the CLMS and CPS
files on the basis of missing or nonmatching data, termination of
program participation before 8 days, and similar factors.  Such
prematch deletions exclude äs much äs 30 percent of the original
sample;
 2.	selection of a comparison sample from the CPS to match CETA
participants along earnings-related dimensions; and
 3.	specification of a linear regression (or other) model of
earnings (and accounting for "selection bias").
Basically, the three studies may be distinguished in the following ways: Westat devoted substantial resources over several years to creating a comparison file with a "cell matching" and weighting tech-nique, but ultimately used a fairly straightforward regression analysis to estimate net impacts. Using these methods, net impacts for youths were generally found to be negligible for men and positive for women (few precise figures for youths were provided in their study).  SRI, in a subsequent study, focused on an alternative method of selecting a comparison file using a Mahalonobis or "nearest-neighbor" matching technique, but also adopted straightforward regression analysis for most of its estimates, particularly of youths.
For all the attention paid by both Westat and SRI to the selection of the comparison group, SRI found that the two methods produced similar results, all eise held equal.  The more negative results presented äs findings of the SRI study stem primärily from differences in the preliminary screening process and from updating of earnings with new Information from SSA.  (SRI's net-impact estimates are $591 for young men and $185, but statistically insignificant, for young women.) Finally, the Urban Institute adopted the Westat comparison file on youths but used a "fixed-effects" estimator to control for bias in

